
 

Welcome to the NAC’s Newsletter. 

The format I follow, for our newsletter, is to focus on what we’ve been up to as a group, and to 
intersperse this with news from both the Trust and individual beneficiaries. 

I’d particularly like to draw your attention to Phil William’s “Use it or Lose it” article, as we all 
need to understand that not drawing our Health Grant threatens its future provision. 

Other highlights include: 

 Some more feedback from the “Fit for the Future” event from an attendee; 

 A report from NACAC 2016; 

 An article about the activities being undertaken concerning the strategic direction for the 
Trust; 

 Campaign updates from the EU and the UK 

 Plus more besides …….  

Incidentally, if you wish to receive campaign updates by email, please let the Trust know by 
emailing Hello@thalidomidetrust.org, so that you are included in their distributions. 

Thank you to all who have contributed information for this edition, and to Simone who has, again, 
been instrumental in sourcing articles for inclusion. 

Please enjoy reading…….. AND ….. if you’ve something you’d like to contribute to the next 
newsletter please contact me. 

 
Karl Davies – Newsletter Editor 
DaviesKB@aol.com 
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Chair’s Update 

Welcome to this latest edition of the NAC newsletter.  Thank you Simone and 

Karl for compiling this edition with the usual variety of information. 

The NAC would love to hear from you if you have any questions 
or comments about our work. 

By the time you receive this newsletter, the lump sum that was 
negotiated should now be available (in full for those without 
Major Advances or at least 0.5 times your usual Annual Grant if 
being used to reduce any outstanding Major Advances).  This 
was a tremendous achievement. 

We held another NACAC, which took place on Saturday 26 
November at Park Inn by Radisson, Hotel & Conference Centre 
near Heathrow Airport, see the full report on page 16.  

The NAC election results have been announced and I take this opportunity to welcome back Guy 
Tweedy, and Simone Illger, and to welcome newcomer Graham Kelly. Sadly, we say goodbye to 
Louise Medus-Mansell and we thank her for all her work over the years. 

Looking ahead, there is much work for the NAC: 

 There will be an ‘Awayday’ in June, to assess our strategies and priorities; 

 We will be looking at NACAC 2017, and we will be looking at other possible events, such 
as another Fit for the Future, and a Financially Fit for the Future (we have a working group 
set up to report to the NAC at the April meeting); 

 All of the NAC members are participating in the Vision and Goals working groups. This 
vital activity is being worked on collaboratively by our Trustees, Trust Staff and NAC to 
ensure that the new Vision and Goals being developed are shared and jointly owned; 

 Karl Davies is leading on a working group to update our internal communication system 
(which is currently based on Yahoo Groups) to a new platform for our group emails and 
for sharing documents; 

 The NAC has two streams of work aimed at informing Diageo at the next review in 2022.  
The first, being led by Phil Williams, is on the issue of Loss of Earnings/Pensions and the 
second, being led by Craig Millward, is on the issue of Care Costs. 
It is important to be well prepared in advance of the next review and we’re already getting 
started on your behalf; and 

 The campaign team continues its work in both in Brussels and Westminster: in January a 
film was shown at the European Parliament in Brussels, and there is to be a Backbenchers 
Business Debate in Westminster (details to be confirmed/announced). 
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Simone Illger 

All of my NAC colleagues make tremendous contributions in their own different ways, however I 
want to take the opportunity to shine a spotlight on individual NAC members in these newsletter 
forewords (whilst I write them). 

This time, I want to pay tribute to Simone Illger.  Her contribution to the NAC activities has been 
a tremendous one. 

Simone has been Chair of the NAC Health & Wellbeing Committee and is now the NAC lead for 
the joint Trustee/NAC Health & Wellbeing Committee. She has been and still is tirelessly involved 
in many NAC activities. 

I list quite a few of them below (in no particular order): 

 Very much involved in the last couple of NACACs with the planning through conference 
calls and emails and doing much of the work (with others) behind the scenes; 

 Whilst Chair of the Health & Wellbeing Committee, has been very committed to getting 
the Fit for the Future event firmly on the agenda to ensure that it happened; 

 Led on the production of the upper limb and lower limb statements; 

 Majorly contributed to the development of the Long Range Plan, a task that originally 
looked easy but actually turned out to be quite complex; 

 Been a member of the Appointments Committee and along with Trustees was involved in 
the selection of our Director’s appointment; 

 Produced the NAC response to a consultation about PIPs to DWP; 

 Visited prospective London venues for NAC meetings; 

 Been on the frontline of campaigning events including being at the German Embassy and 
had the idea for the body parts as props; 

 Developed the questionnaire that went out to beneficiaries last year asking them what 
they would like to see from future NACAC's in terms of venue and content; and 

 Sourced articles and co-ordinated the production of the NAC newsletter for the past 3 
years. 

Simone, …….. THANK YOU. 

 

Rowland Bareham  –  Chair  
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Fit for the Future – Thank You! 
By David Fullerton 

In my 54th year, and feeling my age, I made a 
commitment to attend the “Fit for the Future” event 
in April 2016. 

It came at an appropriate time; my BMI had been 
lurking in the overweight zone for several years and 
was showing signs of heading north. A long-time 
sugar addiction and relative inactivity was becoming 
hard to hide with Simon Cowell trousers! My joints 
were starting to ache, my posture struggling and 
asthma and sinus problems becoming chronic. To 
top this off I have been habituated to running a “try 
hard”, high stress, lifestyle since… well truthfully … 
since I was born.  

In summary, I wasn’t taking my health as seriously as I needed to and age seemed to be catching 
up on me.   

On the positive side, I now had more time, my second child was about to leave home, I had 
become more financially secure, and I already walked quite a bit through work, and with my dog 
Zho. 

So, could the “Fit for the Future” event help me pivot towards a healthier lifestyle?  

Heck yes! … it was a great weekend, very well planned and implemented. The topics were broad 
… exercises, stretching, diet and relaxation were things that interested me and I was impressed 
by the informative expert speakers and the empirical way that we could try out the concepts.  

As ever with Thalidomider events it was great fun, and it was while participating in the groups 
and workshops that I understood the real strength that we give to each other with our support 
and encouragement. We were all there for the same purpose and likely at the same crossroads 
in life.  

I departed the event with a resolve to improve my quality of life in lots of different ways and 
specifically made a bet with another participant that I would eat my hat if I did not lose a stone 
within the next year.  

So here I am 9 months later and I am pleased to report that the hat can stay on the hook. Through 
the simple expediency of cutting out chocolate bars I reached my target weight of 11st 7lbs, a 
full stone down on my average weight for the last few years and at BMI 23.7 perfectly satisfactory 
(down from 26.2 in the Spring). I could drop a few more pounds but I think that firming up would 
now more sensible than weight loss so it’s all about maintenance and adopting this weight as my 
new normal. I wavered quite a bit but Sue Kent has established a super weight loss peer support 
encouragement system for the group on Facebook and that gave me extra strength and 
discipline. 
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In addition, because of the encouragement of those at FFF I have tracked down a fantastic physio 
style masseuse here in my local town. It took a while to find the right person (and there are a few 
stories to tell there) but now I benefit from an hour of yoga type mindfulness massage once a 
week which I look forward to. 

I was probably a bit awkward about massage a year ago, but hearing how others found it 
beneficial, I was encouraged to go for it, and a year later I am much more body confident.  It is a 
priority to make sure my muscles and joints are loosened up rather than a luxury.  

Most importantly, through chatting to my peers at FFF (and improvements to our financial 
situation) I came away with an ambitious plan to have a more restful year in 2017. I gave it a code 
name … “2017 My Year of Meditation and Retreat!”  

So, since the New Year I have been winding down at work and I am no longer living half my life 
in London. This is not a formal retirement but a rest-year at least, a time for recharging the 
batteries. I might come up with other ideas work wise in the future, I might not, but this year I 
wanted to concentrate on health and wellbeing. 

In fact I’m just back from a “Mindfulness in 
Nature” weekend at Samye Ling Buddhist 
Monastery which was a foundation or first 
step in studying for an MSc in Mindfulness. 
Meditating in the trees …moi…  who would 
have thought! Not saying I’ll last the 
course for an MSc but it’s not doing me 
any harm looking for peace. 

My dog Zho (who also has Buddhist 
leanings) continues to encourage me to 
get out and about in nature which is a 
good excuse for getting some exercise too.  

I am reinventing myself I suppose; I now attend a pretty fancy art group and find the funky life 
drawing classes meditative and fun. In fact, I’ve discovered that I like being around arty people 
so hopefully I can develop this interest in the years to come. 

So, there you go ... heartfelt thanks for the stimulus that FFF provided. Personally, I found the 
event to be a catalyst for quite significant change. I was thinking about this anyway but needed 
the extra push and the structure that the weekend provided. The magic ingredient is, however, 
the peer support from fellow participants and organisers. 

There are not many benefits of living with a thalidomide impairment but being a member of this 
fantastic cohort is definitely one of them. 
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Fit for the Future 2 

Planning “Fit for the Future 2” has already begun.  The event will take place later this year. 

This is absolutely an ideal way to utilise your Health Grant monies – and many of those who 
attended the first event are now using their Health Grant to have physiotherapy sessions, 
massage session, Personal Training, one-to-one Pilates sessions, etc. 

Don’t forget to check the dedicated page on the Trust website: 

http://www.thalidomidetrust.org/info-advice-support/fit-future where you can see a short film 
of the Fit for the Future weekend which took place last April, and .download information sheets, 
including: 

 Physiotherapy, massage & massage equipment 

 Other treatments and exercise for pain  

 Disability, obesity and weight Loss 

 Exercise, exercise equipment and personal trainers 

 Emotional wellbeing 

 Professionals list (list of physios, masseurs, pilates teachers, etc, with experience of 
treating thalidomiders). 

  

http://www.thalidomidetrust.org/info-advice-support/fit-future
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Use It or LOSE It ! : Your Health Grant 
By Phil Williams 

How would you feel, or be affected, if you lost your Health Grant? 

Please do not be alarmed, this is in your hands; ……. read on & act accordingly. 

If we all look back to 2003/2004, it is simply remarkable how our Trust 
income has been transformed thanks to the NAC & Campaign Teams; 
whole heartedly supported by our Trustees, Directors & Staff. We have 
seen tax exemption, accelerated increase of the Annual Grant, 
Supplementary Distributions and the recent Capital Health Payment. 

This is just as well given our needs are rapidly increasing; which is 
compounded by many beneficiaries, who have previously worked, 
having to retire early, reduce their hours, change to less demanding, 
less well paid roles or cease work on the grounds of ill health.  

We have also ALL worked together writing to MPs, visiting them and attending the Westminster 
Hall Debate to achieve the Pilot Health Grant and its subsequent renewal for a further 10 years. 
(On a personal note, for my Mam and I, it was the Statement of Regret that meant the most.) 

Please be aware and understand one of the greatest things about the Health Grant was that 
several other Governments across the world have followed suit in, either for the very first time, 
providing financial assistance to their thalidomide survivors, or increasing their existing support; 
the majority of them for life, rather than for a fixed term. Outstanding. 

Work has been and is already ongoing to renew our Health Grant. Obviously, we want it renewed 
for life, so that we do not have to campaign again on this same issue. We would also like it 
increased. As and when you are approached to help in this campaign, please stand ready to do 
so. But this is in the future..... 

BUT, there is something we can all do now to help our cause – USE OUR HEALTH GRANT ASAP. 

There are 2 compelling reasons for this: 

1) when you die, all unclaimed Health Grant is lost to your family (unlike any undrawn Annual 
Grant, which is available to your estate). 
 

2) the attitude the UK Government (UKG) has to funding, which has multiple aspects: 
a) if a beneficiary isn’t using their Health Grant; UKG question whether the beneficiary really 

needs it; 
b) governments hate to see unspent budgets anywhere. You may have heard stories of 

departments or organisations rushing to spend money on anything and everything in 
March; otherwise they get a smaller budget the following year; 

c) after the failure of Kids Company and other charity scandals, there is a huge focus on 
charity funding. Obviously, there are not that many similarities between our Deborah and 
Camilla Batmanghelidjh!!! But the rules have to be equally applied, and the Department 
of Health bean counters were very nervous when they saw several years’ worth of Health 
Grant sitting in the Trust's bank accounts.  
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I was involved in the working group dealing with the recent Department of Health Audit and I 
saw first-hand many of their concerns, although several were misunderstandings or 
misconceptions. Our team gently, but firmly, rebutted many of their requests with a noteworthy 
contribution from trustee, Mark Spofforth. 

However, we have had to accede to some requests – for example, you will have noticed the 
changes in the Health Grant application process this year. 

There are very many varied reasons some beneficiaries do not draw their Health Grant for a year, 
or even more, including: 

 they are still working and have the Annual Grant you are familiar with; 

 they are currently still enjoying reasonable health; 

 they are nervous about having monies in their own name (for personal and/or benefits 
entitlement reasons); 

 they do not want debt or advances so 'saving up' in the Trust; 

 they are not totally sure what they are "allowed" to spend the Health Grant on. 

The purpose of this article is NOT to address your individual circumstances and concerns here; 
but please, please, understand there are answers and solutions to EVERY worry or reason you 
might have, including the benefits entitlement issue. All you need to do is contact me, any NAC 

member or Jeff Prevost at the Trust office……….  Simples.😃 

The purpose of this article IS TO warn you that not drawing your Health Grant may have 
consequences for you and even worse, all of your fellow beneficiaries. 

Remember that the list of eligible health expenditure in those 7 categories is incredibly and 
generously wide in their scope. I promise you that EVERY SINGLE beneficiary I have helped in this 
connection has realised or discovered they have been previously spending their earnings, savings 
or Annual Grant on things that they should have used their Health Grant for! Do you fall into this 
trap; either through ignorance or bad habits? 

Why not think about utilising your Health Grant monies to attend the next Fit for the Future event 
planned to take place later this year?  See more details on page 7. 

Your hard fought for Health Grant: Use It or .......LOSE It! 
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Welcome and introduction to Jeff Prevost 
By himself 

Jeff Prevost has recently joined the Trust staff, as: Finance Co-ordinator (Beneficiary Support). In 
this article, he tells us a little about himself……. 

Tell us about yourself - family, previous employment 

My name’s Jeff, I’m 42 years old, and I started working at the Thalidomide 
Trust on 9th January 2017. Before I joined the Trust I was working for an 
organisation called Epic CIC which is a social enterprise organisation 
providing a range of youth services to children and young people in West 
London. My background is strongly linked to the youth sports 
development sector, and a large part of my career has been spent co-
ordinating and delivering various sport and health and well-being 
programmes to young people. More recently my roles have had a strong 
financial link to them, which has included managing operational service 
budgets, and developing commercial services, the profits from which were re-invested back into 
local services for young people and the community. 

From a personal perspective, I became a dad for the first time last year and I’m currently adapting 
to life as a family man! My daughter has certainly kept me very busy over the last 9 months or 
so, and I like to think I’ve thrown myself into all the baby related duties such as nappy changes, 
feeding, night feeds, and of course all the fun stuff such as play time, bath time and taking her 
out and about for walks in the buggy! 

I love my football, and as an exiled Southend United fan, I’ve now become a St Neots Town fan 
for my sins! They are going through a tough time at the moment as they fight relegation from 
the Evo-stik Southern Premier Division. Exciting stuff hey! I’ve also been lucky enough to combine 
my passion for football and travel, and have watched many games abroad including some far-
fetched journeys to Israel, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine and Montenegro, with less far-flung trips to 
France, Belgium, Spain and Germany thrown in the mix too!  

What is your role in the Trust? 

My job title is Finance Co-ordinator (Beneficiary Support). In essence, this means I will be 
providing support to Trust beneficiaries with regards to financial management and finance 
related enquiries. This could include a number of areas such as assisting beneficiaries with 
creating personalised budget plans to help them manage their finances; processing requests for 
emergency and major advance applications; supporting beneficiaries to access their Health 
Grants effectively; and providing information about wills, trusts and power of attorney for those 
beneficiaries looking at longer term planning around their finances. 

What attracted you to the position? 

The opportunity to work for a charity that provides support and assistance to beneficiaries in a 
role that involves personal contact with people was a key factor me. In my previous role I was 
working for an organisation that provided services to young people and I was in a position that 
didn’t have much face to face contact with its service users, and I really missed that engagement 
with the people you are employed to provide services for. 
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I also live in St Neot’s which is located close to the Trust office, so the opportunity to lose my 
previous 4 hours of daily commuting to West London and back each day was a bonus! 

First impressions? 

Thanks to the staff team at the Trust I feel like I have settled in really quickly here and everyone 
has made me feel welcome. Staff have allocated their time to help me find my feet in my new 
job which has been a massive help! The fact that my start date coincided with the news of the 
Capital / Health payment too, has meant that I have already managed to speak with many 
beneficiaries which I have really enjoyed.  

What kind of things have you been doing in the first few weeks of work? 

Initially I was introduced and trained on the various systems that the Trust uses, in providing 
support and guidance to beneficiaries. I have also started to make contact with beneficiaries who 
may require some assistance in terms of setting up budget plans to help them manage their 
changing needs and financial outlay, and also to provide information and guidance on things such 
as setting up a will or applying for power of attorney.  

A majority of my focus in the first few weeks of my new role has been contacting beneficiaries 
regarding the Capital / Health payment and providing information about current advances and 
repayment options.  

How is this different to your previous work / employment? 

The role I now have at the Trust has much more direct contact with beneficiaries, which I really 
enjoy. In my previous role, I was in a management and co-ordination focussed role which meant 
I had more focus on meeting targets and delivering income to the company, and less contact with 
service users, which I really started to miss. The position I have at the Trust has enabled me to 
regain that passion I have for working directly with people again!  

How did you find the NACAC experience? 

Although the NAC annual conference was held before I officially joined the Trust, I was really 
pleased to be invited to attend the event. It was a great opportunity for me to not only find out 
more about the Trust’s work, but more importantly it was an early opportunity for me to meet 
with, and talk to some of the beneficiaries that attended on the day. In many ways it was an early 
induction for me into the Trust’s work, and it was great to meet my new colleagues and some of 
the beneficiaries before I even started!  
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I am the Confidential Recipient 
By Leigh Gath 

My name is Leigh Gath and I am a thalidomide survivor.  I was born 
in Northern Ireland and have also lived in Texas, and have lived in 
Limerick in Ireland for the past 11 years.   

In 2014, Ireland was rocked when a national news program placed 
hidden cameras in a residential centre for people with intellectual 
disabilities who were non-verbal.  The footage clearly showed the 
residents being sat on, thrown to the floor, force fed and suffering 
many other forms of abuse.  The Director General of the Health 
Services Executive (HSE) was so horrified that next day he began 
putting in place a number of protections for people. 

I had met the Director General (DG) for the first time two years 
earlier, when myself and 250 other people with disabilities did an 
overnight protest outside the Dail (our Parliament) because the 
Government had declared that day they were reducing PA services 
by 50%, putting many people in jeopardy of being institutionalised.  We weren’t about to let that 
happen – and after meeting the Minister for Health and the DG the services were fully restored.  
After that the DG had met with our advocacy group several times to ensure this would not 
happen again.   

After the horrific incident in 2014 he obviously remembered the feisty little woman from 
Northern Ireland and called to offer me the post of Confidential Recipient.  We discussed what 
he wanted from the position, and I accepted the job.  At the time I was 6 months post 
chemo/radiation treatment for Stage 3 breast cancer. 

I was given an office, a mobile phone, a landline and an Administration person.  I was also given 
full delegation from the DG to go wherever I needed to go within the health services, and work 
with whoever I needed to, to ensure that vulnerable adults, their families, the public, and staff 
would have someone to report concerns or complaints to.  I decided people could either do this 
openly or anonymously, as many staff were not comfortable coming forward openly.   

During the first year of my role, posters were displayed in all residential centres and day services 
throughout the country.  I also went all over the country to meet with HSE area managers and 
build a relationship with the disability teams.   

Gradually people began to come with concerns, and as I worked with people within the HSE to 
begin to solve problems or issues for people, their confidence in the service began to grow.  In 
2015 I dealt with 119 concerns/complaints.  This number had risen to 220 in 2016.   

Until we moved back from Texas in 2006 I had always worked outside of the home.  When we 
came back to Ireland I stayed home for several years while the children were teenagers and while 
I was recovering from my first bout of cancer.  Then I began volunteering at two centres in 
Limerick for people with significant disabilities, teaching those people how to advocate for 
themselves and others.  I was still doing this when I was diagnosed with breast cancer.   
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I love being able to make a difference in someone’s life, and even though my present job can be 
stressful and all the driving can be tiring, I thoroughly enjoy it and I am learning how to stop and 
take a day off when I need to.   
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Strategic Working Groups 
By Simone Illger 

Over the past 12 months, as part of shaping the future of the Trust’s work, Strategic Working 
Groups have been established to drive forwards five key areas which were previously identified 
jointly by the NAC, Trustees and Trust staff.  The five working groups and their current 
membership are as follows: 

Goal Group Members 

1. To ensure a beneficiary-centred approach in all 
Trust activities – with an emphasis on equity, 
empowerment and support. 

Caroline Glendinning  (Trustee) 
John Howard  (Trustee) 
Robert Nelson  (Trustee) 
Carolyn Desforges  (NAC) 
Simone Illger  (NAC) 
Geoff Adams-Spink  (NAC) 
Karl Davies  (NAC) 
Deborah Jack  (Trust staff) 
Michelle Robinson  (Trust staff) 

2. To ensure sustainability and security of income 
for the Trust and manage financial risk in order 
to effectively meet the needs of existing and 
new beneficiaries for the whole of their lives.  

Mark Benstead  (Trustee) 
Mark Spofforth  (Trustee) 
Kevin Wesbroom  (Trustee) 
Nick Dobrik  (NAC) 
Guy Tweedy  (NAC) 
Phil Williams  (NAC) 
Jenny Tunbridge  (Trust staff) 

3. To apply the Trust’s resources effectively and 
equitably. 

Caroline Glendinning  (Trustee) 
Robert Nelson  (Trustee) 
Mark Spofforth  (Trustee) 
Kevin Wesbroom  (Trustee) 
Mikey Argy  (NAC) 
Karl Davies  (NAC) 
Craig Millward  (NAC) 
Kim Fenton  (NAC) 
Deborah Jack  (Trust staff) 
Jeff Prevost  (Trust staff) 
Jenny Tunbridge  (Trust staff) 

4. To ensure that all beneficiaries have access to 
the best possible information, advice, services 
and support – both within and outside the 
Trust – as they age. 

David Body  (Trustee) 
Marlene Winfield  (Trustee) 
Tim Briggs  (Trustee) 
Mikey Argy  (NAC) 
Carolyn Desforges  (NAC) 
Kim Fenton  (NAC) 
Geoff Adams-Spink  (NAC) 
Mitch Lambert  (Trust staff) 
Katy Sagoe  (Trust staff) 
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Goal Group Members 

5. To inform and educate those decision-makers 
and service providers who have an impact on 
the quality of life of beneficiaries. 

Lesley Southgate  (Trustee) 
Mark Benstead  (Trustee) 
David Body  (Trustee) 
Emily Bates  (Trust staff) 
Deborah Jack  (Trust staff) 
Dee Morrison  (Trust staff) 
Katy Sagoe  (Trust staff) 
Mikey Argy  (NAC) 
Simone Illger  (NAC) 
Rowland Bareham  (NAC) 

What is the purpose of the Groups? 

The aim of each Working Group is to create a proposed five year plan which sets out their defined 
Strategic Goal: 

 clear tangible deliverables/outcomes  (maximum 6 per goal) 

 well defined timescales/mile stones against which progress can be measured 

 resources needed to deliver these outcomes (both financial and human) 

The Working Groups have already met to identify the outcomes for their goal, and are drawing 
on evidence of beneficiary needs with the aim is to achieve the greatest impact possible. And, 
where a particular subgroup’s need isn’t being addressed, this is also acted upon. 

The role of the working groups is time-limited, in that we wish to be as time efficient as possible. 

How the groups operate 

Each Working Group is chaired by a Trustee and will have a member of the Management Team 
who will act as a ‘champion’.  Working groups may identify key (internal and external) 
stakeholders that they want to consult as part of the development process and will decide how 
they want to operate – the frequency of meetings; the nature of meetings (face to 
face/conference calls/Skype or a combination of these) and the allocation of responsibilities 
between meetings.   

Other information 

The outputs of the five Working Groups will be integrated into an integrated plan for review by 
the NAC and agreement by the Board of Trustees.  The first round of meetings have been very 
productive with staff, Trustees and NAC members working co-operatively together. 

Further up-dates on the progress of the Strategic Working Groups in working towards their 
identified goals will be shared with beneficiaries in future newsletters. 

The NAC are keen to hear if you have any ideas or views on the identified Goals.  If you have any 
ideas or thoughts relating to them, please do get in touch with one of the NAC members of the 
appropriate Working Group. 
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National Advisory Council’s Annual Conference 2016 

The NAC’s annual conference was held on 26th November 2016 at the Park Inn Hotel, Heathrow 
and was attended by 75 people. 

Results from the 2016 beneficiary survey helped to influence the agenda for the weekend. 

Saturday started with an introduction from the NAC Chair, Rowland Bareham.  This was followed 
by presentations from Deborah Jack (Director of the Trust) and Professor Tim Briggs (Trustee).  
Deborah talked about the past 12 months and looking ahead. Tim introduced himself, and his 
work at the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital at Stanmore. 

Graham Kelly presented the results of the beneficiary survey he carried out, on behalf of the NAC. 

The Campaign Team then updated delegates with the latest position in the UK and Europe. 

After a coffee break came the exciting (and challenging) task of assembling everyone together 
for a group photograph!  This has become somewhat of a NACAC tradition.  Rowland Bareham 
had bought along copies of picture from past NACACs for people to look at and order copies. 

The keynote speaker was Dr Rudolph Beyer, a Consultant Anaesthetist, who spoke about the 
clinic he runs specifically for Thalidomiders – the Schön Clinic, Hamburg.  His talk specifically 
concentrated on the 
issue of pins & needles 
and pain management in 
Thalidomiders – 
something which we 
know many beneficiaries 
were keen to learn more 
about. 

After lunch, one-hour-
workshops ran in 
parallel, twice, so that 
everyone had the 
opportunity to attend two.  Each workshop was interactive, allowing group members to learn 
more by asking questions, and sharing their own experiences. The topics for these were: 

 PIP – A guide to Personal Independent Payments (with case studies) 

 Managing pain 

 Supporting hearing impaired beneficiaries – what next? 

 Diet and Exercise / Fit for the Future 2 

The final session was led by Katy Sagoe, the Trust’s Director of Health and Wellbeing, who 
outlined the Trust’s new Holistic Needs Assessment Process. 

Individual  15 minute “surgeries” were available, for anyone wanting to meet with a member of 
Trust staff, or NAC, to discuss Homes and Housing, Finance, and use of the Health Grant. 

In the evening we were all together in the restaurant was a meal, which met with mixed 
popularity.  Whilst it was nice to sit at long tables and talk to other attendees, the restaurant was 
very large and busy and some did not enjoy their meal experience. 
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For the first time at NACAC, Sue Kent, a beneficiary known to most and a qualified masseur, used 
her feet to massage delegates.  Sue was joined by Iza, another masseur who has experience in 
treating thalidomider bodies.  The sessions were very popular, with some Trust staff trying out a 
“massage by feet” for the first time.  From the feedback that was obtained, this is something that 
will be repeated at future events. 

As always we requested feedback so that we may improve the event, and selected highlights 
follow. 

Please let us know how you found the following: 

 Very Good Ok Disappointing Very poor 

Location of conference 15 7 4 1 

Venue overall 17 8 0 0 

Accessibility of Hotel 21 2 1 1 

Catering Provided 14 8 2 0 

Booking Process 17 8 0 0 

Communication about the 
Conference 

15 4 0 0 

About the Conference itself….. 

How would you rate the following: 

 Very Good Ok Disappointing Very poor 

The agenda 16 10 1 0 

The speakers 24 2 1 0 

The opportunity to ask 
questions 

18 6 2 1 

For each session you attended, please tell us how you found it: 

 Very Good Ok Disappointing Very poor 

Stretch with Sue 4 0 0 0 

View from NAC Chair, Trust 
Director and Trustee  

20 5 1 0 

Campaigning Up-date  21 4 1 0 

Feedback from Beneficiary 
Survey  

12 11 1 0 

Dr Beyer – Pain and pins & 
needles 

14 11 1 1 

Trust’s new Holistic Needs 
Assessment Process 

11 5 0 0 
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For the afternoon workshops you attended, please tell us how you found them: 

 Very Good Ok Disappointing Very poor 

PIP – A guide to Personal 
Independence Payments 

8 4 1 0 

Managing Pain  9 4 2 0 

Supporting hearing impaired 
beneficiaries  

3 1 0 1 

Diet & Exercise / Fit for the 
Future  

7 5 0 0 

Any other comments about the social aspect of attending NACAC? 

 Love chatting to people and finding out how they are doing.  I learn things I wouldn't 
normally find out 

 Love that aspect, meeting up with old friends and new 

 Good not to have a disco or "Structured" evening & to be able to sit at a table and talk 
without noisy music. 

 Would like Entertainment (Evening) as in previous NACAC 

 Disappointed that no entertainment on Sat night 

 Very Well Presented  

Are you likely to attend a future annual conference? 

Yes – day time only 6 

Yes – day time & evening 16 

No 0 

Not sure 3 

And finally…. we would welcome any additional feedback or suggestions. 

 A tad too many statistics on Beneficiary Feedback - interesting for some but too involved if you 
are not a statistician. Really enjoyed meeting Trust employees 

 The Room was too cold.  The lunch was great for healthy choices. 

 It is my first NACAC meeting and have enjoyed meeting staff from the Trust.  Good to put a 
name and voice to the different staff. Thanks for everything 

 It was fantastic 

 It is nice when the location is in a City/Town centre as I usually make a weekend away of it. 

 Central Location would be easier 

 Just a big thank you to all involved 

 Please alternate between North & South and hold next years NACAC in Leeds or Manchester.  
No Disco or evening entertainment, please, as it gives everyone a chance to talk easily.  It was 
also good to chat to the Trust staff and Dr Beyer in the evening and would be nice if one or two 
Trustees were there. 

 Could the conference be held earlier in the year rather than late November? September 
maybe? 

 Was very disappointed that 3 of my questions in one of the workshop sessions were ignored 
despite making several attempts to make myself heard. 

 It is lovely to see Trust working so well with NAC and genuinely trying to understand and help 
us.  Well done all  
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Enjoy Feet 

Many of our readers will already know fellow beneficiary Sue Kent.  Sue Kent is a qualified 
masseur with a difference – she uses her feet to massage! 

Sue is a qualified Body Massage Therapist, who started to use her feet in massage 9 years ago 
and has been developing her skills and techniques ever since.   

When looking to develop her business “Enjoy Feet”, she researched the market place looking for 
existing techniques but found none that used just feet and toes to give body massage.  Sue’s is a 
real “no hands massage”. 

Sue was the first person in the UK to qualify as a Sports Massage Therapist using just feet and the 
first person to provide massage by feet for the Paralympics 2012 and IPC European Athletics 
2014, challenging and changing attitudes to ability worldwide.  This has led to much media 
interest, including a television appearance where she massaged the presenter live! 

Sue has built up a very successful business, in Mumbles where she lives. 

Sue keeps herself active and enjoys swimming, skiing, sailing, running and has also Coxed 
Mumbles Sea Rowing Teams. 

Sue has produced a unique calendar showing pictures of feet during massage.  The images are 
really stunning.  You can buy your own for £12.50 (includes postage and packing) from Sue’s 
website:    http://www.enjoyfeet.co.uk/footcalendar.html 

A copy of Sue’s calendar hanging in the Thalidomide 
Trust Offices.  From left to right, Deborah Jack 
(Director), Katy Sagoe (Director of Health and 
Wellbeing), Jeff Prevost (Finance Co-ordinator, 
Beneficiary Support) Michelle Robinson (Health and 
Wellbeing Team Administrator) 

 

  

http://www.enjoyfeet.co.uk/footcalendar.html
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Campaign update – UK 
By Mikey Argy – on behalf of the Campaign Team 

We had hoped to be able to give you an update about a Debate.  These matters always take a lot 
of time to get commitment, but we are getting closer.  I'd hoped by this newsletter we'd have 
been able to give you an actual date. No luck as yet. What we do know is that we get very little 
notice once we are notified.  

Our plan is to have a 90 minute Debate in Westminster Hall. The Minister's 
plan is a 3 hour Debate in the House. Whatever we get we need your full 
support. We will get a letter to you immediately when we know and you 
will be asked to write promptly to your MP. Meanwhile IF any of you are 
able to see your MP and ask them for their commitment to the upcoming 
Debate that is a great start. MPs always commit more when they've met 
their constituent.  

Meanwhile we'll be contacting as many MPs as possible as usual.  And we 
want you there. They want you there too. Again, they commit more 
knowing their constituent is coming. 

More details of the Debate will be given when we have a commitment.  

It's an extraordinary effort pushing a government of one country to make a government of 
another country do something it doesn't want to do. Especially in the middle of Brexit.  It hasn't 
stopped or daunted us. It just makes it all take a bit longer.  

 
Any questions please email us on email@thalidomidecampaigners.com 

Or call Mikey Argy on:  07875 084320 
  

mailto:email@thalidomidecampaigners.com
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Campaign update – EU 
By Craig Millward – on behalf of the Campaign Team 

The tail end of 2016 was hugely encouraging for us when the European Parliament passed a very 
powerful resolution calling on the German government to begin engaging us, and the Spanish 
government to recognise its survivors and compensate them financially. The Resolution was 
passed unanimously and with much applause and cheering from MEPs. 

We understand that the Spanish will have meetings with their health minister in March and that 
this should lead to a national policy firstly to identify all survivors 
and also to treat them equally. Until now, some regions of Spain 
have been a great deal more generous than others. We have also 
heard that the Italian government has also taken steps to 
support its survivors more effectively but are not yet clear on the 
exact detail. 

Following the resolution two senior German MEPs wrote to the 
Families Ministry asking them to meet us and we also wrote, 
enclosing a copy of the resolution. We both received replies that 
simply repeated their refusal to talk to us. We returned to 
Brussels in late February and focused our attention upon the German MEPs from the same party 
that runs the Families Ministry. It soon became clear that they are also frustrated with the 
negative approach being taken by the Families Minister and we have made a number of 
suggestions as to how they can break the logjam. Currently they are planning to send a delegation 
to speak to the minister and we have requested that they involve Martin Schulz, the former 
President of the European Parliament, who has now become leader of them SPD in Germany.  

We are also making plans to involve the new President of the EU, Antonio Tajani, who has always 
been a firm supporter of our campaign. We will be working hard to press our supporters in 
Brussels to enforce the message of the Resolution. 

In February, a documentary was shown in Brussels, called The Secret Deal:  The Dark History Of 
The Thalidomide Scandal, About 50 thalidomiders from Italy and Spain and Sweden and the UK 
attended. That in itself made the occasion social and fun. MEPs attended and also met with their 
individual constituents from all countries as well as MEPs without constituents. Speeches were 
made by three different leaders of three different parties, all reiterating their support for our 
campaign. All in all the event was well supported and was a great success 

The film is now on our YouTube channel, Thalidomide Trust, or click on this link – 
https://youtu.be/HmAUHwKVIg8 We hope to make a link to it available through the Trust 
website. There is a great deal of interest from other media who are keen on featuring certain 
milestones in our campaign that they feel will be of interest to their listeners and readers.  

Thank you for your ongoing support. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0XsrsJ8g756Ula7bT0forg
https://youtu.be/HmAUHwKVIg8
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Changing places 
By Simone Illger 

Thousands of people with profound and 
multiple learning disabilities cannot use 
standard accessible toilets. They need 
support from one or two carers to use the 
toilet or to have their continence pad 
changed. Standard accessible toilets do 
not provide changing benches or hoists. 
Most are too small to accommodate more 
than one person.  Without Changing 
Places toilets, the person with disabilities 
is put at risk, and families or carers are forced to risk their own health and 
safety by changing a disabled person on the floor. 

Changing Places toilets are different to standard disabled toilets with extra 
features and more space to meet these needs. Each Changing Places toilet 
provides: 

The right equipment: 

 A height adjustable adult-sized changing bench. 

 A tracking hoist system, or mobile hoist if this is not possible. 

Enough space: 

 Adequate space in the changing area for the disabled person and up to two carers. 

 A centrally placed toilet with room either side for the carers. 

 A screen or curtain to allow the disabled person and carer some privacy. 

A safe and clean environment: 

 Wide tear off paper roll to cover the 
bench. 

 A large waste bin for disposable 
pads. 

 A non-slip floor. 
This link has the locations of the Changing 
Places toilets.  
http://uktoiletmap.global.ssl.fastly.net/find 

New Changing Places toilets are being 
installed all the time, so do re-check to 
keep yourself updated. 

Why not visit one next time you’re nearby and see what they look like, or try one out for your 
self? 

  

http://uktoiletmap.global.ssl.fastly.net/find
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And finally 
 
 

Contact Us 
We do hope that you’ve enjoyed reading this newsletter.   

The next edition will be published in the Autumn of 2017.  If you’ve any feedback from 
this newsletter or would like to contribute to the next edition, please contact the 
newsletter editor, Karl Davies. DaviesKB@aol.com  

Tel:  07790 492 967 

If you need assistance to get your thoughts for an article into writing, then help can be 
provided! 

Mission Statement 
“The NAC is a user led group that exists to represent the beneficiaries of the 
Thalidomide Trust by working in partnership with the trustees and the staff. 

Our aim is to give the beneficiaries the resources to meet their increasing financial, 
health and other needs. 

Its work is underpinned by a belief in justice, dignity and equality.” 

mailto:DaviesKB@aol.com

